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Abstract—In this paper, we study an intelligent reflecting
surface (IRS)-assisted system where a multi-antenna base station
(BS) serves a single-antenna user with the help of a multi-
element IRS in the presence of interference generated by a multi-
antenna BS serving its own single-antenna user. The signal and
interference links via the IRS are modeled with Rician fading.
To reduce phase adjustment cost, we adopt quasi-static phase
shift design where the phase shifts do not change with the
instantaneous channel state information (CSI). We investigate
two cases of CSI at the BSs, namely, the instantaneous CSI
case and the statistical CSI case, and apply Maximum Ratio
Transmission (MRT) based on the complete CSI and the CSI
of the Line-of-sight (LoS) components, respectively. Different
costs on channel estimation and beamforming adjustment are
incurred in the two CSI cases. First, we obtain a tractable
expression of the average rate in the instantaneous CSI case
and a tractable expression of the ergodic rate in the statistical
CSI case. We also provide sufficient conditions for the average
rate in the instantaneous CSI case to surpass the ergodic rate in
the statistical CSI case, at any phase shifts. Then, we maximize
the average rate and ergodic rate, both with respect to the phase
shifts, leading to two non-convex optimization problems. For each
problem, we obtain a globally optimal solution under certain
system parameters, and propose an iterative algorithm based on
parallel coordinate descent (PCD) to obtain a stationary point
under arbitrary system parameters. Next, in each CSI case, we
provide sufficient conditions under which the optimal quasi-static
phase shift design is beneficial, compared to the system without
IRS. Finally, we numerically verify the analytical results and
demonstrate notable gains of the proposal solutions over existing
ones. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work that
studies the analysis and optimization of the average or ergodic
rate of an IRS-assisted system in the presence of interference.
Index Terms—Intelligent reflecting surface, multi-antenna, in-
terference, average rate, ergodic rate, phase shift optimization.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the deployment of the fifth-generation (5G) wireless
network, the urgent requirement on network capacity is grad-
ually being achieved. But the increasingly demanding require-
ment on energy efficiency remains unaddressed. Recently, in-
telligent reflecting surface (IRS), consisting of nearly passive,
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low-cost, reflecting elements with reconfigurable parameters,
is envisioned to serve as a promising solution for improving
spectrum and energy efficiency [2], [3]. Experimental results
have also demonstrated significant gains of IRS-assisted sys-
tems over systems without IRSs [4], [5].
In [6]–[20], the authors consider IRS-assisted systems where
one multi-antenna base station (BS) serves one or multiple
users with the help of one multi-element IRS [6]–[17], [19],
[20], or multiple multi-element IRSs [18]. In [6]–[9], the
authors assume block fading channels and investigate the
estimation of instantaneous channel states. For instance, [6]–
[8] estimate the channel state of the indirect link via each
element of the IRS by switching on the IRS elements one by
one; [9] focuses on cascaded channel estimation of the indirect
links via all elements of the IRS, based on carefully pre-
designed phase shifts for the IRS elements. In [10]–[16], the
authors investigate the joint optimization of the beamformer at
the BS and the phase shifts at the IRS to maximally improve
system performance. In [21]–[25], various other IRS-assisted
systems are studied. For example, in [21], the authors propose
to boost the performance of over-the-air computation with the
help of a multi-element IRS. In [22]–[24], the authors consider
a system where a multi-antenna BS servers multiple single-
antenna legitimate users in the presence of eavesdroppers,
with the help of a multi-element IRS. In [25], the authors
consider a system where a multi-element IRS assists the
primary communication from a single-antenna user to a multi-
antenna BS and sends information to the BS at the same time.
According to whether the phase shifts are adaptive to instan-
taneous channel state information (CSI) or not, these works
[10]–[25] can be classified into two categories. In one category
[10]–[16], [21]–[25], the phase shifts are adjusted based on
instantaneous CSI which is assumed to be known. For instance,
in [10]–[16], [21]–[25], the authors consider the maximization
of the sum rate [10], [22]–[25], weighted sum rate [11], [12]
or energy efficiency [13]–[15], and the minimization of the
transmit power [16], [21]. The aforementioned optimization
problems are all non-convex. The authors propose iterative
algorithms to obtain locally optimal solutions or nearly optimal
solutions of the non-convex problems in [10]–[16], [21]–[25].
In the other category [17]–[20], the phase shifts are de-
termined by statistics of CSI and do not change with in-
stantaneous CSI. In [17], [18], the authors consider slowly
varying Non-line-of-sight (NLoS) components, and minimize
the outage probability. The optimization problems are non-
convex. In contrast, in [19], [20], the authors consider fast
varying NLoS components, and maximize the ergodic rate
[19] or the minimum ergodic rate. By analyzing problem
2structures, closed-form optimal phase shifts are obtained for
the non-convex problems in [17]–[19] or an approximate
problem of the non-convex problem in [20]. Compared with
the instantaneous CSI-adaptive phase shift design in the first
category, the quasi-static phase shift design in the second one
have lower implementation cost, owing to less frequent phase
adjustment.
Note that all the aforementioned works [10]–[25] ignore
interference from other transmitters, when investigating IRS-
assisted communications. However, in practical wireless net-
works, interference usually has a severe impact, especially in
dense networks or for cell-edge users. It is thus critical to take
into account the role of interference in designing IRS-assisted
systems. In [26], the authors optimize the instantaneous CSI-
adaptive phase shift design and beamforming at the signal
BS to maximize the weighted sum rate of an IRS-assisted
system in the presence of an interference BS. An algorithm
is proposed to obtain a stationary point of an approximate
problem of the original non-convex problem. In [27], the
authors optimize the instantaneous CSI-adaptive phase shift
design and beamformers at all BSs to maximize the weighted
sum rate in an IRS-assisted multi-cell network with inter-
cell interference. As the instantaneous CSI-adaptive designs
in [26], [27] have higher phase adjustment costs, it is highly
desirable to obtain cost-efficient quasi-static phase shift design
for IRS-assisted systems with interference. Furthermore, it is
also important to characterize the gain derived from IRS in
systems with interference.
In this paper, we shall shed some light on the aforemen-
tioned issues. We consider an IRS-assisted system where a
multi-antenna BS serves a single-antenna user with the help of
a multi-element IRS, in the presence of interference generated
by a multi-antenna BS serving its own single-antenna user.
The antennas at the two BSs and the reflecting elements at
the IRS are arranged in uniform rectangular arrays (URAs).
The signal and interference links via the IRS are modeled
with Rician fading, while the links between the BSs and
the users are modeled with Rayleigh fading. As in [19],
[20], we assume that the line-of-sight (LoS) components do
not change but the NLoS components vary fast during the
considered time duration. To reduce phase adjustment cost,
we adopt quasi-static phase shift design, where the phase
shifts do not change with instantaneous CSI, but adapt to only
CSI statistics. We investigate two cases of CSI at the BSs,
namely, the instantaneous CSI case and the statistical CSI case,
where different costs on channel estimation and beamforming
adjustment are inccured. In the two CSI cases, we apply
Maximum Ratio Transmission (MRT) based on the complete
CSI (i.e., the CSI of both the LoS and NLoS components)
and the CSI of the NLoS components, respectively. In this
paper, we focus on the analysis and optimization of the average
rate in the instantaneous CSI case and the ergodic rate in the
statistical CSI case for the IRS-assisted transmission in the
presence of interference. The theoretical results offer important
insights for designing practical IRS-assisted systems. The main
contributions of the paper are summarized as follows.
• First, we obtain a tractable expression of the average rate
in the instantaneous CSI case and a tractable expression
of the ergodic rate in the statistical CSI case. We show
that under certain conditions, the average rate in the
instantaneous CSI case is greater than the ergodic rate in
the statistical CSI case, at any phase shifts, demonstrating
the value of the CSI of NLoS components in performance
improvement via beamforming.
• Then, we optimize the phase shifts to maximize the
average rate in the instantaneous CSI case and the ergodic
rate in the statistical CSI case, respectively, leading to
two non-convex optimization problems. Under certain
system parameters, we obtain a globally optimal solution
of each non-convex problem. Under the general system
parameters, we propose an iterative algorithm based on
parallel coordinate descent (PCD), to obtain a stationary
point of each non-convex problem. The proposed PCD
algorithm is particularly suitable for systems with large-
scale IRS and multi-core processors which support par-
allel computing, compared with the state-of-the-art algo-
rithms, i.e., the block coordinate descent (BCD) algorithm
and the minorization maximization (MM) algorithm [14],
[26], [27]. Furthermore, we characterize the average rate
degradation and ergodic rate degradation caused by the
quantization error for the phase shifts.
• Next, in each CSI case, we provide sufficient conditions
under which the optimal quasi-static phase shift design
(with the minimum implementation cost for the IRS-
assisted system) is beneficial in the presence of inter-
ference, compared to a counterpart system without IRS.
• Finally, by numerical results, we verify analytical results
and demonstrate notable gains of the proposed solutions
over existing schemes. We also reveal the specific value
of the PCD algorithm for large-scale IRS.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
As shown in Fig. 1, one single-antenna user, say user U , is
served by a BS with the help of an IRS. The BS is referred to
as the signal BS of user U or BS S. The IRS is installed on
the wall of a high-rise building. Another BS serving its own
single-antenna user, say user U ′, causes interference to user
U , and hence is referred to as the interference BS of user U
or BS I . The signal BS and the IRS are far from user U ′.
The signal BS and interference BS are equipped with URAs
of MS × NS antennas and MI × NI antennas, respectively.
Assume MSNS > 1 and MINI > 1. The IRS is equipped
with a URA of MR × NR reflector elements. Without loss
of generality, we assume Mc ≤ Nc, where c = S, I . For
notation simplicity, define Mc , {1, 2, ...,Mc} and Nc ,
{1, 2, ..., Nc}, where c = S, I, R. Suppose that the two users
do not move during a certain time period. In this paper, we
wound like to investigate how the signal BS serves user U
with the help of the IRS in the presence of interference.
As scattering is often rich near the ground, we adopt the
Rayleigh model for the channels between the BSs and the
users. Let hHSU ∈ C1×MSNS , hHIU ∈ C1×MINI and hHIU ′ ∈
C1×MINI denote the channel vectors for the channel between
the signal BS and user U , the channel between the interference
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Fig. 1. System Model.
BS and user U , and the channel between the interference BS
and user U ′, respectively. Specifically,
hHcU =
√
αcU h˜
H
cU , h
H
IU ′ =
√
αIU ′ h˜
H
IU ′ ,
where c = S, I , αcU , αIU ′ > 0 represent the distance-
dependent path losses, and the elements of h˜HcU , h˜
H
IU ′ are
independent and identically distributed according to CN (0, 1).
As scattering is much weaker far from the ground, we
adopt the Rician fading model for the channels between the
BSs and the IRS and the channel between user U and the
IRS. Let HSR ∈ CMRNR×MSNS , HIR ∈ CMRNR×MINI and
hHRU ∈ C1×MRNR denote the channel matrices for the channel
between the signal BS and the IRS, the channel between the
interference BS and the IRS and the channel between the IRS
and user U , respectively. Specifically,
HcR =
√
αcR
(√
KcR
KcR + 1
H¯cR +
√
1
KcR + 1
H˜cR
)
,
hHRU =
√
αRU
(√
KRU
KRU + 1
h¯HRU +
√
1
KRU + 1
h˜HRU
)
,
where c = S, I , αcR, αRU > 0 represent the distance-
dependent path losses, KcR, KRU ≥ 0 denote the Rician fac-
tors,1 H˜cR ∈ CMRNR×McNc and h˜HRU ∈ C1×MRNR represent
the normalized NLoS components, with elements indepen-
dently and identically distributed according to CN (0, 1), and
H¯cR ∈ CMRNR×McNc and h¯HRU ∈ C1×MRNR represent the
deterministic normalized LoS components, with unit-modulus
elements. Note that H¯cR and h¯
H
RU do not change during the
considered time period, as the location of user U is assumed
to be invariant.
Let λ and d (≤ λ2 ) denote the wavelength of transmission
signals and the distance between adjacent elements or antennas
in each row and each column of the URAs. Define:
f(θ(h), θ(v),m, n)
,2pi
d
λ
sin θ(v)((m− 1) cos θ(h) + (n− 1) sin θ(h)), (1)
Am,n(θ
(h), θ(v),M,N)
,
(
ejf(θ
(h),θ(v),m,n)
)
m=1,...,M,n=1,...,N
, (2)
1If KSR = 0, KIR = 0, or KRU = 0, the corresponding Rician fading
reduces down to Rayleigh fading. If KSR → ∞, KIR → ∞, or KRU →
∞, only the LoS component exists.
a(θ(h), θ(v),M,N)
,rvec
(
Am,n(θ
(h), θ(v),M,N)
)
, (3)
Here, Am,n(θ
(h), θ(v),M,N) ∈ CM×N ,
a(θ(h), θ(v),M,N) ∈ C1×MN , and rvec(·) denotes the
row vectorization of a matrix. Then, H¯cR and h¯
H
RU are
modeled as [28]:
H¯cR =a
H(δ
(h)
cR , δ
(v)
cR ,MR, NR)a(ϕ
(h)
cR , ϕ
(v)
cR ,Mc, Nc),
h¯HRU =a(ϕ
(h)
RU , ϕ
(v)
RU ,MR, NR),
where c = S, I . Here, δ
(h)
cR
(
δ
(v)
cR
)
represents the azimuth
(elevation) angle between the direction of a row (column) of
the URA at the IRS and the projection of the signal from the
BS c to the IRS on the plane of the URA at the IRS; ϕ
(h)
cR(
ϕ
(v)
cR
)
represents the azimuth (elevation) angle between the
direction of a row (column) of the URA at the BS c and the
projection of the signal from the BS c to the IRS on the plane
of the URA at the BS c; ϕ
(h)
RU
(
ϕ
(v)
RU
)
represents the azimuth
(elevation) angle between the direction of a row (column) of
the URA at the IRS and the projection of the signal from the
IRS to user U on the plane of the URA at the IRS.
To reduce phase adjustment cost, we consider quasi-static
phase shift design where the phase shifts do not change
with the NLoS components, which vary fast. Let φ ,
(φm,n)m∈MR,n∈NR ∈ CMR×NR represent the constant phase
shifts of the IRS with φm,n being the phase shift of the (m,n)-
th element of the IRS, where
φm,n ∈ [0, 2pi), m ∈MR, n ∈ NR. (4)
For convenience, define Φ(φ) ,
diag
(
rvec
((
ejφm,n
)
m∈MR,n∈NR
))
∈ CMRNR×MRNR ,
where diag(·) denotes a square diagonal matrix with the
elements of a vector on the main diagonal. We focus on
the IRS-assisted transmission from the signal BS to user U
with the presence of the interference BS. The channel of
the indirect signal link between the signal BS and user U
via the IRS is given by hHRUΦ(φ)HSR, and the channel
of the indirect interference link between the interference
BS and user U via the IRS is given by hHRUΦ(φ)HIR.
Thus, the equivalent channel between the signal BS and user
U is given by hHRUΦ(φ)HSR + h
H
SU and the equivalent
channel between the interference BS and user U is given by
hHRUΦ(φ)HIR+h
H
IU . We consider linear beamforming at the
signal BS and interference BS for serving user U and user
U ′, respectively. Let wS ∈ CMSNS×1 and wI ∈ CMINI×1
denote the corresponding normalized beamforming vectors,
where ||wS ||22 = 1 and ||wI ||22 = 1. Thus, the signal received
at user U is expressed as:
Y ,
√
PS(h
H
RUΦ(φ)HSR + h
H
SU )wSXS
+
√
PI
(
hHRUΦ(φ)HIR + h
H
IU
)
wIXI + Z,
(5)
where PS and PI are the transmit powers of the signal
BS and interference BS, respectively, XS and XI are the
information symbols for user U and user U ′, respectively,
with E
[
|XS |2
]
= 1 and E
[
|XI |2
]
= 1, and Z ∼ CN (0, σ2)
4γ(instant)(φ) =
PS
∣∣∣∣hHRUΦ(φ)HSR + hHSU ∣∣∣∣22
PIE
[∣∣∣(hHRUΦ(φ)HIR + hHIU ) hIU′||hIU′ ||2 ∣∣∣2
]
+ σ2
(9)
is the additive white gaussian noise (AWGN). Assume that
user U knows (hHRUΦ(φ)HSR+h
H
SU )wS , but does not know(
hHRUΦ(φ)HIR + h
H
IU
)
wI . In the following, we consider
two cases, namely the instantaneous CSI case and the sta-
tistical CSI case, where different costs on channel estimation
and beamforming adjustment are incurred and different system
performances can be achieved.2
A. Instantaneous CSI Case
In this part, assume that the CSI of the equivalent channel
between the signal BS and user U , i.e., hHRUΦ(φ)HSR+h
H
SU ,
is known at the signal BS, and the CSI of the channel between
the interference BS and user U ′, i.e., hIU ′ , is known at the
interference BS. Note that for any given φ,3 hHRUΦ(φ)HSR+
hHSU can be directly estimated by the signal BS via a pilot sent
by user U , and hIU ′ can be estimated by the interference BS
via a pilot sent by user U ′ [6]–[9]. This case is referred to as
the instantaneous CSI case.
In the instantaneous CSI case, to enhance the signals
received at user U and user U ′, respectively, we consider
the instantaneous CSI-adaptive MRT at the signal BS and
interference BS, respectively:4
w
(instant)
S =
(
hHRUΦ(φ)HSR + h
H
SU
)H∣∣∣∣hHRUΦ(φ)HSR + hHSU ∣∣∣∣2 , (6)
w
(instant)
I =
hIU ′
||hIU ′ ||2
. (7)
Here, w
(instant)
c ∈ CMcNc×1, c = S, I . In the instantaneous
CSI case, the achievable rate5 is log2
(
1 + γ(instant)(φ)
)
,
where the signal to interference plus noise ratio (SINR) at
user U γ(instant)(φ) is given by (9), as shown at the top of
this page. Therefore, in the instantaneous CSI case, the average
rate for the IRS-assisted transmission with interference is given
by:
C(instant)(φ) , E
[
log2
(
1 + γ(instant)(φ)
)]
, (8)
2In the instantaneous CSI case and statistical CSI case, we consider perfect
CSI and CSI statistics of the NLoS components, respectively, to obtain first-
order insights for quasi-static phase shift design. The analysis and optimization
results obtained can be extended to models of imperfect CSI and CSI statistics.
3Later, we shall see that φ can be determined based on some known system
parameters.
4It is obvious that w
(instant)
S
in (6) is optimal for the maximization of
PS|(hHRUΦ(φ)HSR+h
H
SU)wS |
2
PIE
[
|(hHRUΦ(φ)HIR+h
H
IU )wI |
2
]
+σ2
, with respect to wS under ||wS ||
2
2 =
1, for any φ and wI . Thus, w
(instant)
S
is optimal for the average rate
maximization.
5Note that
(
hH
RU
Φ(φ)HIR + h
H
IU
)
wI is not known
at user U . By treating
(
hH
RU
Φ(φ)HIR + h
H
IU
)
wIXI ∼
CN
(
0,E
[∣∣(hHRUΦ(φ)HIR + hHIU
)
wI
∣∣2]), which corresponds to
the worst-case noise, log2
(
1 + γ(instant)(φ)
)
can be achieved.
where γ(instant)(φ) is given by (9) and the expectation is with
respect to the random NLoS components.
Remark 1 (Instantaneous CSI-Adaptive MRT without Inter-
ference): When there is no interference BS, i.e., PI = 0,
C(instant)(φ) in (8) reduces to the average rate for the IRS-
assisted transmission without interference, in the instantaneous
CSI case. Its analysis and optimization under the uniform
linear array (ULA) model for the multi-antenna BS (i.e.,
MS = 1 or NS = 1) and multi-element IRS (i.e., MR = 1
or NR = 1) have been investigated in [19]. Later, we shall
see that our general analysis and optimization results under
the URA model in the instantaneous CSI case recover those
in [19].
B. Statistical CSI Case
In this part, assume that only the CSI of the LoS components
h¯RU , H¯SR, are known at the signal BS, and no channel
knowledge is known at the interference BS (recall that the
channel between the interference BS and user U ′ is modeled
as Rayleigh fading). Note that δ
(h)
SR, δ
(v)
SR, ϕ
(h)
SR, ϕ
(v)
SR depend
only on the placement of the URAs at the signal BS and the
IRS as well as the locations of them; δ
(h)
RU , δ
(v)
RU depend only on
the placement of the URA at the IRS and the locations of the
IRS and user U . Thus, h¯RU , H¯SR can be easily determined
and calculated. This case is called the statistical CSI case.
In the statistical CSI case, to enhance the signal received at
user U , we consider statistical CSI-adaptive MRT at the signal
BS:6
w
(statistic)
S =
(
h¯HRUΦ(φ)H¯SR
)H∣∣∣∣h¯HRUΦ(φ)H¯SR∣∣∣∣2 . (10)
As no channel knowledge is available at the interference BS,
we choose:7
w
(statistic)
I =
1√
MINI
1MINI . (11)
Therefore, in the statistical CSI case, coding over a large
number of channel coherence time intervals, we can achieve
the ergodic rate for the IRS-adaptive transmission with inter-
ference:
C(statistic)(φ) , E
[
log2
(
1 + γ(statistic)(φ)
)]
, (12)
6In Appendix A, we show that w
(statistic)
S
in (10) is optimal for the
maximization of
E
[
|(hHRUΦ(φ)HSR+h
H
SU )wS |
2
]
E
[∣∣∣(hHRUΦ(φ)HIR+hHIU )w(statistic)I
∣∣∣2]+σ2 with respect
to wS under ||wS ||
2
2 = 1, for any φ. Thus, w
(statistic)
S
is approximately
optimal for the ergodic rate maximization.
7In the statistical CSI case, any wI with ||wI ||
2
2 = 1 achieves the same
ergodic rate for user U ′.
5γ(statistic)(φ) =
PS
∣∣∣∣(hHRUΦ(φ)HSR + hHSU) (h¯HRUΦ(φ)H¯SR)H||h¯HRUΦ(φ)H¯SR||2
∣∣∣∣2
PIE
[∣∣∣(hHRUΦ(φ)HIR + hHIU) 1√MINI 1MINI ∣∣∣2
]
+ σ2
(13)
A
(Q)
SRU,NLoS ,
{
PSMSNSαSRαRUMRNR(1− τSRU ), Q = instant
PSMSNSαSRαRUMRNR
(
1− τSRU − MSNS−1MSNS(KSR+1)
)
, Q = statistic
(22)
A
(Q)
IRU,NLoS ,
{
PIαIRαRUMRNR(1− τIRU ), Q = instant
PIαIRαRUMRNR
(
1− τIRU + τIRU (yIR−MINI)MINIKRU
)
, Q = statistic
(23)
where the SINR at user U γ(statistic)(φ) is given by (13),
as shown at the top of this page. Here, 1n represents the n-
dimensional unity column vector.
Remark 2 (Statistical CSI-Adaptive MRT without Interfer-
ence): When there is no interference BS, i.e., PI = 0,
C(statistic)(φ) in (12) reduces to the ergodic rate for the IRS-
assisted transmission without interference in the statistical CSI
case. Note that its analysis or optimization under the ULA
model has not yet been considered.
III. RATE ANALYSIS
In this section, we analyze the average rate in the in-
stantaneous CSI case and the ergodic rate in the statis-
tical CSI case for the IRS-assisted system in the pres-
ence of interference. Define τcRU ,
KcRKRU
(KcR+1)(KRU+1)
,
θcRU,m,n , f
(
ϕ
(h)
RU , ϕ
(v)
RU ,m, n
)
− f
(
δ
(h)
cR , δ
(v)
cR ,m, n
)
,
θIR,m,n , f
(
ϕ
(h)
IR , ϕ
(v)
IR ,m, n
)
, m ∈ MR, n ∈ NR, and
ycRU (φ) ,
∣∣∣∣∣
MR∑
m=1
NR∑
n=1
ejθcRU,m,n+jφm,n
∣∣∣∣∣
2
, (14)
yIR ,
∣∣∣∣∣
MI∑
m=1
NI∑
n=1
ejθIR,m,n
∣∣∣∣∣
2
, (15)
where ycRU (φ) ∈ [0,M2RN2R], yIR ∈ [0,M2IN2I ] and
f(·) is given by (1). Note that τcRU increases with
KcR and KRU . In addition, note that f
(
ϕ
(h)
RU , ϕ
(v)
RU ,m, n
)(
f
(
ϕ
(h)
IR , ϕ
(v)
IR ,m, n
))
represents the difference of the phase
change over the LoS component between the (m,n)-th ele-
ment of the IRS (the (m,n)-th antenna of the interference
BS) and user U (the IRS) and the phase change over the
LoS component between the (1, 1)-th element of the IRS
(the (1,1)-th antenna of the interference BS) and user U
(the IRS); f
(
δ
(h)
cR , δ
(v)
cR ,m, n
)
represents the difference of the
phase change over the LoS component between BS c and the
(m,n)-th element of the IRS and the phase change over the
LoS component between BS c and the (1, 1)-th element of the
IRS. Finally, note that
∣∣∣∣h¯HRUΦ(φ)H¯cR∣∣∣∣22 = McNcycRU (φ),
i.e., McNcycRU (φ) represents the sum power of the LoS
components for the channel of the indirect signal link between
BS c and user U via the IRS. Define
ASRU,LoS ,PSMSNSαSRαRUτSRU , (16)
A
(Q)
SU ,
{
PSMSNSαSU , Q = instant,
PSαSU , Q = statistic,
(17)
A
(Q)
IRU,LoS ,
{
PIαIRαRUτIRU , Q = instant,
PIαIRαRUτIRU
yIR
MINI
, Q = statistic,
(18)
AIU ,PIαIU + σ
2. (19)
The expressions of C
(instant)
ub (φ) and C
(statistic)
ub (φ) are not
tractable. As in [6], [19], [26], [29], using Jensen’s inequality,
we can obtain their analytical upper bounds.
Theorem 1 (Upper Bound of Average or Ergodic Rate): For
Q = instant, statistic,
C(Q)(φ) ≤ log2
(
1 + γ
(Q)
ub (φ)
)
, C
(Q)
ub (φ), (20)
where
γ
(Q)
ub (φ) ,
ASRU,LoSySRU (φ) +A
(Q)
SRU,NLoS +A
(Q)
SU
A
(Q)
IRU,LoSyIRU (φ) +A
(Q)
IRU,NLoS +AIU
.
(21)
Here, A
(Q)
SRU,NLoS and A
(Q)
IRU,NLoS are given by (22) and (23),
as shown at the top of this page.
Proof: Please refer to Appendix B.
Note that when PI = 0, implying A
(Q)
IRU,LoS = 0 and
A
(Q)
IRU,NLoS = 0, γ
(Q)
ub (φ) becomes:
γ
(Q)
ub (φ) =
ASRU,LoSySRU (φ) +A
(Q)
SRU,NLoS +A
(Q)
SU
σ2
.
(24)
Without the interference BS (i.e., PI = 0) and with ULAs at
the signal BS and IRS (i.e., MI = 1 or NI = 1 and MR = 1
or NR = 1), Theorem 1 for Q = instant reduces to Theorem
1 in [19]. Later in Section VI, we shall show that C
(Q)
ub (φ)
is a good approximation of C(Q)(φ), and can facilitate its
evaluation and optimization.
From Theorem 1, we can draw the following conclusions.
6For all φ and Q = instant, statistic, C
(Q)
ub (φ) increases
with PS , MS , NS , αSR and αSU , and decreases with PI ,
αIR, αIU and σ
2; C
(Q)
ub (φ) increases with γ
(Q)
ub (φ). Thus, we
can compare C
(instant)
ub (φ) and C
(statistic)
ub (φ) by comparing
γ
(instant)
ub (φ) and γ
(statistic)
ub (φ), or maximize C
(Q)
ub (φ) by
maximizing γ
(Q)
ub (φ). Furthermore, by Theorem 1, we have
the following results.
Corollary 1: (i) A
(instant)
SRU,NLoS > A
(statistic)
SRU,NLoS and
A
(instant)
SU > A
(statistic)
SU . (ii) If PI > 0 and yIR > MINI ,
A
(instant)
IRU,LoS (φ) < A
(statistic)
IRU,LoS (φ) for all φ and A
(instant)
IRU,NLoS <
A
(statistic)
IRU,NLoS .
Corollary 1 (i) implies that the received signal power at
user U in the instantaneous CSI case always surpasses that in
the statistical CSI case, at any phase shifts. Corollary 1 (ii)
implies that in the presence of interference, if yIR > MINI ,
the received interference power at user U in the instantaneous
CSI case is weaker than that in the statistical CSI case, at any
phase shifts. Note that yIR given in (15) is a function of ϕ
(h)
IR
and ϕ
(v)
IR , which depend only on the placement of the URA at
the interference BS and the locations of the interference BS
and the IRS. Corollary 1 indicates the value of CSI of the
NLoS components in improving the receive SINR at user U .
Corollary 2: (i) If PI < ε for some ε > 0, γ
(instant)
ub (φ) >
γ
(statistic)
ub (φ), for all φ. (ii) If yIR > MINI , γ
(instant)
ub (φ) >
γ
(statistic)
ub (φ), for all φ.
Corollary 2 (i) means that in the presence of weak interfer-
ence, the average rate in the instantaneous CSI case is greater
than the ergodic rate in the statistical CSI case, at any phase
shifts. Corollary 2 (ii) means that if the placement of the URA
at the interference BS and the locations of the interference
BS and IRS satisfy certain condition, the average rate in the
instantaneous CSI case is greater than the ergodic rate in the
statistical CSI case, at any phase shifts. Corollary 2 reveals
the advantage of CSI of the NLoS components in improving
the receive SINR at user U .8
IV. RATE OPTIMIZATION
In this section, we maximize the average rate in the instanta-
neous CSI case and the ergodic rate in the statistical CSI case
for the IRS-assisted system in the presence of interference.
Specifically, we would like to maximize the upper bound
C
(Q)
ub (φ) of C
(Q)(φ), or equivalently maximize γ
(Q)
ub (φ) by
optimizing the phase shifts φ subject to the constraints in (4).
Problem 1 (Average or Ergodic Rate Maximization): For
Q = instant or statistic,
γ
(Q)∗
ub , max
φ
γ
(Q)
ub (φ)
s.t. (4),
where γ
(Q)
ub (φ) is given by (21). Let φ
(Q)∗ denote an optimal
solution.
For Q = instant, or statistic, an optimal solution de-
pends on the LoS components and the distributions of the
8Note that γ
(instant)
ub
(φ) > γ
(statistic)
ub
(φ) does not always hold, as the
interference powers in the two cases are different.
NLoS components. In general, φ(instant)∗ and φ(statistic)∗
are different, as different beamformers are applied in the two
CSI cases. Note that Problem 1 is a challenging non-convex
problem. In the following, we tackle Problem 1 in some
special cases (with certain system parameters) and the general
case (with arbitrary system parameters), respectively. We also
characterize the impact of the number of quantization bits for
the optimal phase shifts on rate degradation.
A. Globally Optimal Solutions in Special Cases
Define Λ(x) , x − 2pi ⌊ x2pi ⌋ , x ∈ R,
and η(Q) , ASRU,LoS
(
A
(Q)
IRU,NLoS +AIU
)
−
A
(Q)
IRU,LoS
(
A
(Q)
SRU,NLoS +A
(Q)
SU
)
, Q = instant or statistic.
Note that
|x−Λ(x)|
2pi ∈ N and Λ(x) ∈ [0, 2pi) as
Λ(x)
2pi =
x
2pi −
⌊
x
2pi
⌋ ∈ [0, 1) for all x ∈ R. That is,
Λ(·) can be used to provide phase shifts φ satisfying (4). By
the triangle inequality and by analyzing structural properties
of Problem 1, we obtain globally optimal solutions in four
special cases:
• Special Case (i): MR = NR = 1;
• Special Case (ii): MRNR > 1, δ
(h)
SR = δ
(h)
IR , δ
(v)
SR = δ
(v)
IR
and η(Q) > 0;
• Special Case (iii): MRNR > 1, δ
(h)
SR = δ
(h)
IR , δ
(v)
SR = δ
(v)
IR
and η(Q) ≤ 0;
• Special Case (iv): PI = 0.
Theorem 2 (Globally Optimal Solution in Special Cases):
For Q = instant or statistic, the following statements
hold. In Special Case (i), any φ(Q)∗ satisfying (4) is op-
timal, and ySRU
(
φ(Q)∗
)
= yIRU
(
φ(Q)∗
)
= 1. In Spe-
cial Case (ii), any φ(Q)∗ with φ(Q)∗m,n = Λ (α− θIRU,m,n) ,
m ∈ MR, n ∈ NR, for all α ∈ R, is optimal, and
ySRU
(
φ(Q)∗
)
= yIRU
(
φ(Q)∗
)
= M2RN
2
R. In Special Case
(iii), any φ(Q)∗ satisfying φ(Q)∗m,2i − φ(Q)∗m,2i−1 = (2ki +
1)pi − (θIRU,m,2i − θIRU,m,2i−1) for some ki ∈ Z,m ∈
MR, i = 1, ..., NR2 and (4) is optimal, and ySRU
(
φ(Q)∗
)
=
yIRU
(
φ(Q)∗
)
= 0. In Special Case (iv), any φ(Q)∗ with
φ
(Q)∗
m,n = Λ (α− θSRU,m,n) , m ∈ MR, n ∈ NR, for all
α ∈ R, is optimal, and ySRU
(
φ(Q)∗
)
= M2RN
2
R.
Proof: Please refer to Appendix C.
Note that based on Theorem 2, we can obtain a globally
optimal solution in Special Case (iii), by solving a system of
linear equations. In addition, substituting ySRU
(
φ(Q)∗
)
and
yIRU
(
φ(Q)∗
)
into (21), we can obtain the optimal value of
Problem 1, i.e., γ
(Q)∗
ub . Theorem 2 can be further interpreted
as follows. Statement (i) of Theorem 2 is for the case of a
single-element IRS. In this case, ySRU (φ) = yIRU (φ) = 1
for all φ, and hence the phase shift of the single element
has no impact on the average rate or ergodic rate. Statement
(ii) and Statement (iii) of Theorem 2 are for the symmetric
arrangement with δ
(h)
SR = δ
(h)
IR and δ
(v)
SR = δ
(v)
IR . Accordingly,
ySRU (φ) = yIRU (φ) , y (φ), and η
(Q) actually represents
the derivative of γ
(Q)
ub (φ) with respect to y (φ) (please refer
to Appendix C for details). When η(Q) > 0, the phase shifts
that achieve the maximum sum power of the LoS components
for the channels of the indirect signal and interference links,
7B
(Q,t)
1,m,n ,B
(Q,t)
S,m,nB
(Q,t)
IRU,m,n cosB
(t)
∠IRU,m,n −B(t)SRU,m,nB(Q,t)I,m,n cosB(t)∠SRU,m,n (26)
B
(Q,t)
2,m,n ,B
(Q,t)
S,m,nB
(Q,t)
IRU,m,n sinB
(t)
∠IRU,m,n −B(t)SRU,m,nB(Q,t)I,m,n sinB(t)∠SRU,m,n (27)
φ
(Q,t)
m,n =

arctan
B
(Q,t)
1,m,n
B
(Q,t)
2,m,n
− arccos B
(t)
SRU,m,n
B
(Q,t)
I,m,n
sin(B
(t)
∠SRU,m,n
−B(t)
∠IRU,m,n
)√(
B
(Q,t)
1,m,n
)2
+
(
B
(Q,t)
2,m,n
)2 , B(Q,t)1,m,n ≥ 0
arctan
B
(Q,t)
1,m,n
B
(Q,t)
2,m,n
− arccos B
(t)
SRU,m,n
B
(Q,t)
I,m,n
sin(B
(t)
∠SRU,m,n
−B(t)
∠IRU,m,n
)√(
B
(Q,t)
1,m,n
)2
+
(
B
(Q,t)
2,m,n
)2 + pi, B(Q,t)1,m,n < 0
(28)
i.e., M2RN
2
R, also maximize the average rate or ergodic rate.
When η(Q) < 0, the phase shifts that achieve the minimum
sum power of the LoS components for the channels of the
indirect signal and interference links, i.e., 0, maximize the
average rate or ergodic rate. Statement (iv) of Theorem 2 is
for the case without interference. In this case, the phase shifts
that achieve the maximum sum power of the LoS components
for the channels of the indirect signal links, i.e., M2RN
2
R, also
maximize the average rate or ergodic rate. The optimization
result for Q = instant recovers the one under the ULA
model for the multi-antenna BS and multi-element IRS in the
instantaneous CSI case in [19].
B. Stationary Point in General Case
In this part, we consider the general case. Note that the
iterative algorithms based on BCD and MM in [14], [26], [27]
can be extended to obtain a stationary point of Problem 1
in the general case. In particular, in the BCD algorithm,
φm,n,m ∈ MR, n ∈ NR are sequentially updated according
to the closed-form optimal solutions of the coordinate opti-
mization problems at each iteration; in the MM algorithm, φ
are updated according to the closed-form optimal solution of
an approximate problem at each iteration. Numerical results
show that if MRNR is small, the computation time of the
BCD algorithm is shorter; otherwise, the computation time of
the MM algorithm is shorter. As neither the BCD algorithm
nor the MM algorithm allows parallel computation, their
computation efficiency on a multi-core processor may be low,
especially whenMRNR is large. In the following, we propose
an iterative algorithm based on PCD, where at each iteration,
φm,n,m ∈ MR, n ∈ NR are updated in parallel, each
according to a closed-form expression, to obtain a stationary
point of Problem 1. The goal is to improve the computation
efficiency when multi-core processors are available, especially
for large MRNR. Let φ
(t) ,
(
φ
(t)
m,n
)
m∈MR,n∈NR
denote the
phase shifts at the t-th iteration. At each iteration, we first
maximize γ
(Q)
ub (φ) w.r.t. each phase shift φm,n with the other
phase shifts being fixed.
Problem 2 (Block-wise Optimization Problem w.r.t. φm,n at
Iteration t):
φ
(Q,t)
m,n ,argmax
φ
B
(t)
SRU,m,ncos(φm,n+B
(t)
∠SRU,m,n)+B
(Q,t)
S,m,n
B
(Q,t)
IRU,m,ncos(φm,n+B
(t)
∠IRU,m,n)+B
(Q,t)
I,m,n
,
s.t. (4),
where
B
(t)
SRU,m,n ,2ASRU,LoS
∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
k 6=m,l 6=n
e
j
(
φ
(t)
k,l
+θSRU,k,l
)∣∣∣∣∣∣ ,
B
(Q,t)
S,m,n ,ASRU,LoS
1 +
∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
k 6=m,l 6=n
e
j
(
φ
(t)
k,l
+θSRU,k,l
)∣∣∣∣∣∣
2

+A
(Q)
SRU,NLoS +A
(Q)
SU ,
B
(Q,t)
IRU,m,n ,2A
(Q)
IRU,LoS
∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
k 6=m,l 6=n
e
j
(
φ
(t)
k,l
+θIRU,k,l
)∣∣∣∣∣∣ ,
B
(Q,t)
I,m,n ,A
(Q)
IRU,LoS
1 +
∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
k 6=m,l 6=n
e
j
(
φ
(t)
k,l
+θIRU,k,l
)∣∣∣∣∣∣
2

+A
(Q)
IRU,NLoS +AIU ,
B
(t)
∠cRU,m,n ,θcRU,k,l − ∠
 ∑
k 6=m,l 6=n
e
j
(
φ
(t)
k,l
+θcRU,k,l
) .
By taking the derivative of the objective function of Problem 2
w.r.t. φm,n, and setting it to zero, we obtain the following
equation:
B
(Q,t)
1,m,n sin(φk,l) +B
(Q,t)
2,m,n cos(φk,l)
=B
(t)
SRU,m,nB
(Q,t)
IRU,m,n sin(B
(t)
∠SRU,m,n −B(t)∠IRU,m,n), (25)
where B
(Q,t)
1,m,n and B
(Q,t)
2,m,n are given by (26) and (27), as
shown at the top of this page. The equation in (25) has two
possible roots. By further checking the second derivative of
the objective function of Problem 2, we obtain the closed-
form optimal solution of Problem 2 in (28), as shown at the
top of this page. Then, we update φ(t+1) according to:
φ(Q,t+1)m,n = (1− ρ(t))φ(Q,t)m,n + ρ(t)φ
(Q,t)
m,n , (29)
where m ∈ MR, n ∈ NR and ρ(t) is a positive diminishing
stepsize satisfying:
ρ(t) > 0, lim
t→∞ ρ
(t) = 0,
∞∑
t=1
ρ(t) =∞,
∞∑
t=1
(
ρ(t)
)2
<∞.
The details of the PCD algorithm are summarized in Algo-
rithm 1.9 By [30], we know that φ(t) → φ+ as t → ∞,
where φ+ is a stationary point of Problem 1.
9Algorithm 1 is suitable for the cases which are not covered in Theorem 1.
8ζ(Q) (φ∗) ≤ log2
 1 +
ASRU,LoS+A
(Q)
SRU,NLoS
+A
(Q)
SU
A
(Q)
IRU,LoS
+A
(Q)
IRU,NLoS
+AIU
1 +
4⌈MRNR−12 ⌉2ASRU,LoS cos2 2pi2b+1+A
(Q)
SRU,NLoS
+A
(Q)
SU
4⌈MRNR−12 ⌉2A
(Q)
IRU,LoS
cos2 2pi
2b+1
+A
(Q)
IRU,NLoS
+AIU
 (30)
ζ(Q) (φ∗) ≤ log2
 1 +
A
(Q)
SRU,NLoS
+A
(Q)
SU
A
(Q)
IRU,NLoS
+AIU
1 +
4⌈MRNR−12 ⌉2ASRU,LoS sin2 2pi2b+1+A
(Q)
SRU,NLoS
+A
(Q)
SU
4⌈MRNR−12 ⌉2A
(Q)
IRU,LoS
sin2 2pi
2b+1
+A
(Q)
IRU,NLoS
+AIU
 (31)
ζ(Q) (φ∗) ≤ log2
(
σ2 +ASRU,LoS +A
(Q)
SRU,NLoS +A
(Q)
SU
σ2 + 4⌈MRNR−12 ⌉2ASRU,LoS cos2 2pi2b+1 +A
(Q)
SRU,NLoS +A
(Q)
SU
)
(32)
ζ(Q)
(
φ†
) ≤2piMRNR
∣∣∣A(Q)IRU,LoS (A(Q)SRU,NLoS +A(Q)SU )−ASRU,LoS (A(Q)IRU,NLoS +AIU)∣∣∣ (MRNR − 1)
2b ln 2
(
A
(Q)
IRU,NLoS +AIU
)(
A
(Q)
SRU,NLoS +A
(Q)
SU +A
(Q)
IRU,NLoS +AIU
) (33)
Algorithm 1 PCD Algorithm for Obtaining a Stationary Point
in General Case
1: initialization: choose any φ(Q,0) as the initial point, and set
t = 0.
2: repeat
3: For all m ∈ MR and n ∈ NR, compute φ
(Q,t)
m,n according to
(28).
4: Update φ(Q,t+1) according to (29).
5: Set t = t+ 1.
6: until some convergence criterion is met.
C. Quantization
In practice, the phase shift design is subject to quantization
error. We consider a uniform scalar quantizer with b quantiza-
tion bits [16], [19]. Then, for all m ∈ MR and n ∈ NR,
the quantization error for the phase shift of the (m,n)-th
element, denoted by δm,n, lies in
[− 2pi
2b+1
, 2pi
2b+1
]
. Denote δ ,
(δm,n)m∈MR,n∈NR . Let ζ
(Q)(φ) , C
(Q)
ub (φ) − C(Q)ub (φ+ δ)
denote the average or ergodic rate degradation at the phase
shifts φ due to quantization. The following theorem shows the
average rate degradation and the ergodic rate degradation at
the optimal solutions in the four special cases and a stationary
point in the general case.
Theorem 3: (i): In Special Case (i), ζ(Q)(φ) = 0. In
Special Case (ii), Special Case (iii) and Special Case (iv),
the upper bounds of ζ(Q) (φ∗) are given by (30), (31) and
(32), respectively, as shown at the top of this page. (ii): In the
general case, the upper bound of ζ(Q) (φ∗) is given by (33),
as shown at the top of the next page. (iii): The upper bounds
in (30), (31), (32) and (33) decrease with b.
Proof: Please refer to Appendix D.
As b→ ∞, the upper bounds in Theorem 3 go to zero. That
is, the upper bounds are asymptotically tight at large b.
V. COMPARISION WITH SYSTEM WITHOUT IRS
In this section, to characterize the benefit of IRS in downlink
transmission with interference, we first present a counterpart
system without IRS, and analyze its average rate in the
instantaneous CSI case and ergodic rate in the statistical CSI
case. Then, we compare them with those of the IRS-assisted
system.
A. System without IRS
In the counterpart system without IRS, the signal received
at user U is expressed as:
Yno ,
√
PSh
H
SUwno,SXS +
√
PIh
H
IUwno,IXI + Z, (34)
where wno,S and wno,I denote the beamforming vectors for
the signal BS and interference BS, respectively, satisfying
||wno,S ||22 = 1 and ||wno,I ||22 = 1. Analogously, assume that
user U knows hHSUwno,S , but does not know h
H
IUwno,I . In
the following, we consider the instantaneous CSI case and the
statistical CSI case, respectively.
1) Instantaneous CSI Case: In this part, assume that the
CSI of the channel between the signal BS and user U , i.e.,
hHSU , is known at the signal BS and the CSI of the channel
between the interference BS and user U ′, i.e., hHIU , is known at
the interference BS. Consider the instantaneous CSI-adaptive
MRT at the signal BS and interference BS, respectively, i.e.,
w
(instant)
no,S =
hSU
||hSU ||2 and w
(instant)
no,I =
hIU′
||hIU′ ||2 . Then, the
average rate of the counterpart system without IRS is given
by:
C(instant)no =E
log2
1 + PSαSU ||hSU ||22
PIαIUE
[∣∣∣hHIU hIU′||hIU′ ||2 ∣∣∣2
]
+ σ2

.
(35)
Similarly, for tractability, we can obtain an analytical upper
bound of C
(instant)
no , i.e., C
(instant)
no ≤ log2(1 + γ(instant)no,ub ) ,
C
(instant)
no,ub , where γ
(instant)
no,ub ,
A
(instant)
SU
AIU
.
2) Statistical CSI Case: In this part, assume that the
BSs have no channel knowledge. We consider isotropic
transmission at the signal BS and interference BS, i.e.,
w
(statistic)
no,S =
1√
MSNS
1MSNS ∈ CMSNS×1 and w(statistic)no,I =
1√
MINI
1MINI ∈ CMINI×1. Then, we obtain the ergodic rate
9ς(instant) ,αIU
(
ASRU,LoSM
2
RN
2
R +A
(instant)
SRU,NLoS
)
−A(instant)SU αIRαRU
(
τIRUM
2
RN
2
R +MRNR(1− τIRU )
)
(39)
ς(statistic) ,αIU
(
ASRU,LoSM
2
RN
2
R +A
(statistic)
SRU,NLoS
)
−A(statisic)SU αIRαRU
(
τIRUyIR
MINI
+
MRNR (MINIKRU + τIyIR)
MINIKRU (KIR + 1)
)
(40)
of the counterpart system without IRS is given by:
C(statistic)no =E
log2
1 + PSαSUMSNS ∣∣hHSU1MSNS ∣∣2
PIαIU
MINI
E
[∣∣hHIU1MINI ∣∣2]+ σ2
.
(36)
Similarly, we can obtain an analytical upper bound of
C
(statistic)
no , i.e., C
(statistic)
no ≤ log2 (1 +γ(statistic)no,ub
)
,
C
(statistic)
no,ub , where γ
(statistic)
no,ub ,
A
(statistic)
SU
AIU
.
B. Comparision
In this part, we compare γ
(Q)
ub (φ
∗) and γ(Q)no,ub. For Q =
instant or statistic, define:
ξ
(Q)
> ,
(
ASRU,LoSAIU −A(Q)IRU,LoSA(Q)SU
)
M2RN
2
R
+A
(Q)
SRU,NLoSAIU −A(Q)SU A(Q)IRU,NLoS , (37)
ξ
(Q)
< ,ASRU,LoSAIUM
2
RN
2
R
+A
(Q)
SRU,NLoSAIU −A(Q)SU A(Q)IRU,NLoS . (38)
By comparision (37) and (38), it is clear that ξ
(Q)
> < ξ
(Q)
< , for
Q = instant or statistic.
Theorem 4: For Q = instant or statistic, the following
statements hold. If ξ
(Q)
> > 0, then γ
(Q)
ub (φ
∗) > γ(Q)no,ub ; if
ξ
(Q)
< < 0, then γ
(Q)
ub (φ
∗) < γ(Q)no,ub.
Proof: Please refer to Appendix E.
From (37) and (38), we know that ξ
(Q)
> and ξ
(Q)
< increase
with αSR, αIU and τSRU . Thus, from Theorem 4, we can
draw the following conclusions. If the channel between the
signal BS and the IRS is strong, the channel between the
interference BS and user U is strong, the LoS components of
the indirect signal link between the signal BS and user U via
the IRS are dominant, the IRS-assisted system with the optimal
quasi-static phase shift design is effective for improving the
average rate in the instantaneous CSI case and the ergodic
rate in the statistical CSI case, in the presence of interference.
Otherwise, the system without IRS is beneficial in the presence
of interference. Define ς(instant) and ς(statistic) in (39) and
(40), as shown at the top of this page. From Theorem 4, we
have the following corollary.
Corollary 3: For Q = instant or statistic, the following
statements hold. If ς(Q) > 0, then γ
(Q)
ub (φ
∗) > γ(Q)no,ub; if
ς(Q) < 0 and PI ≤ ε for some ε > 0, then γ(Q)ub (φ∗) > γ(Q)no,ub;
if ς(Q) < 0 and PI > ε for some ε > 0, then γ
(Q)
ub (φ
∗) <
γ
(Q)
no,ub.
Proof: Substituting (18), (23) and (19) into (37), we
have ξ
(Q)
> = PIς
(Q)+σ2 (ASRU,LoS M
2
RN
2
R +A
(Q)
SRU,NLoS
)
.
Note that σ2
(
ASRU,LoSM
2
RN
2
R +A
(Q)
SRU,NLoS
)
> 0. Thus, if
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Fig. 2. The IRS-assisted system considered in Section VI [26].
ς(Q) > 0, then γ
(Q)
ub (φ
∗) > γ(Q)no,ub; if ς
(Q) < 0, ς
(Q)
> decreases
with PI . Therefore, by Theorem 4, we can complete the proof
of Corollary 3.
From (39) and (40), we know that ς(Q) increases with αSR,
αIU and τSRU . Thus, from Corollary 3, we can make the
following conclusions. If the channel between the signal BS
and the IRS is strong, the channel between the interference
BS and user U is strong, the LoS components of the indirect
signal link between the signal BS and user U via the IRS
are dominant, the IRS-assisted system with the optimal quasi-
static phase shift design is effective at any PI . Otherwise, it is
effective only if PI is small enough. Furthermore, if PI = 0,
the IRS-assisted system with the optimal quasi-static phase
shift design is always beneficial.
VI. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, we numerically evaluate the performance
of the proposed solutions in an IRS-assisted system [26],
where the signal BS, the interference BS, user U and the
IRS are located at (0, 0), (600, 0), (dSU , 0), (dR, dRU ) (in
m), respectively, and user U lies on the line between the
signal BS and the interference BS, as shown in Fig. 2. In
the simulation, we set d = λ2 , MS = NS = 4, MI = NI = 4,
MR = NR = 8, PS = PI = 30dBm, σ
2 = −104dBm,
ϕ
(h)
SR = ϕ
(v)
SR = pi/3, ϕ
(h)
IR = ϕ
(v)
IR = pi/8, ϕ
(h)
RU = ϕ
(v)
RU = pi/6,
dR = 250m, dSU = 250m, dRU = 20m, if not spec-
ified otherwise. We consider the path loss model in [11],
[16], [26], and choose similar path loss exponents to those
in [11], [16], [26]. Specifically, the distance-dependent path
losses αSU , αIU , αSR, αIR, αRU follow αi =
1
1000d
α¯i
i
(i.e., − 30 + 10α¯i log10(di) dB), i = SU, IU, SR, IR,RU
[11], [16], [26]. Due to extensive obstacles and scatters, we
set α¯SU = 3.7, α¯IU = 3.5. As the location of the IRS is
usually carefully chosen, we assume that the links between
the BSs and the IRS experience free-space path loss, and set
α¯SR = α¯IR = 2, as in [11]. In addition, we set α¯RU = 3,
due to few obstacles.
We consider four baseline schemes. Baseline 1 and Base-
line 2 are applicable for both the instantaneous CSI case and
the statistical CSI case. In contrast, Baseline 3 and Baseline
4 are applicable only for the instantaneous CSI case. In
particular, Baseline 1 reflects the average rate and ergodic rate
of the counterpart system without IRS in Section V [11], [16],
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Fig. 3. Average rate and ergodic rate versus MR (=NR) in special
cases.
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Fig. 4. Average rate and ergodic rate versus PI in special cases.
[18]; Baseline 2 chooses the phase shifts uniformly at random
[11], [16], [19], and shows the average rate and ergodic rate
obtained by averaging over 10000 random choices; Baseline
3 implements the phase shifts Φopt , (φopt,m,n)m∈MR,n∈NR
with φopt,m,n = Λ (α− θSRU,m,n), which maximize the re-
ceived signal power (without considering interference); Base-
line 4 is the instantaneous CSI-adaptive phase shift design cor-
responding to a stationary point of the maximization problem
of γ(instant)(φ) in (9) subject to the constraints in (4) which
is obtained by a PCD algorithm similar to Algorithm 1. Note
that Baseline 3 is an extension of the optimal solution for the
instantaneous CSI case under the ULA model in [19] to the
URA model. In addition, it is worth noting that Baseline 4
achieves the maximum average rate in the instantaneous CSI
case, with the highest phase adjustment cost. In the general
case, besides the proposed PCD algorithm, we also evaluate
the BCD and MM algorithms [14]. We adopt the same conver-
gence criterion, i.e., γ
(Q)
ub
(
φ(t+1)
)− γ(Q)ub (φ(t)) ≤ 10−6, for
the PCD, BCD and MM algorithms. For ease of illustration,
we refer to the stationary points obtained by the PCD, BCD
and MM algorithms as the PCD, BCD and MM solutions,
respectively.
We set δ
(h)
SR = δ
(v)
SR = pi/6, δ
(h)
IR = δ
(v)
IR = pi/6 in
Special Case (ii) and Special Case (iii), set KSR = KIR =
KRU = 20dB in Special Case (ii), and set KSR = −20dB,
KIR = KRU = 20dB in Special Case (iii). Fig. 3 and Fig. 4
illustrate the average rate and ergodic rate versus MR (=NR)
and PI , respectively, in Special Case (ii) and Special Case (iii).
From these figures, we can make the following observations.
The analytical rate of the optimal solution
(
C
(Q)
ub (φ
∗)
)
and
the rate of the optimal solution
(
C(Q) (φ∗)
)
obtained by
Monte Carlo simulation are very close to each other, which
verifies that C
(Q)
ub (φ) is a good approximation of C
(Q)(φ);
the rates of the proposed optimal solution and PCD solution
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Fig. 5. Average rate and ergodic rate versus KSR in the general case.
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Fig. 6. Average rate and ergodic rate versus KRU in the general case.
are very close in the considered cases; the proposed solution
in the instantaneous CSI case coincides with the one in [19]
in Special Case (ii), and significantly outperforms the one in
[19] in Special Case (iii). From Fig. 3, we can observe that the
rates of the proposed solutions and the design with random
phase shifts increase with MR (=NR), mainly due to the
increment of reflecting signal power; in Special Case (iii), the
average rate of the phase shift design in [19] decreases with
MR(= NR), revealing the penalty of ignoring interference in
phase shift design in the instantaneous CSI case. From Fig. 4,
we can see that the rate of each scheme decreases with PI .
In the general case, we set δ
(h)
SR = δ
(v)
SR = pi/6, δ
(h)
IR =
δ
(v)
IR = pi/8, KSR = KRU = 20dB, KIR = 10dB, if not
specified otherwise. Fig. 5, Fig. 6, Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 illustrate
the average rate and ergodic rate versus KSR,KRU , dR and
dSU , respectively, in the general case. From these figures,
we can see that the PCD solution has the same rate as the
BCD and MM solutions in each CSI case; the PCD solution
significantly outperforms Baseline 2, Baseline 3 and Baseline
4. From Fig. 5 and Fig. 6, we can see that the rate of the PCD
solution increases with KSR and KRU , due to the increment
of the power of the each LoS component; the fact that the
rate of the proposed PCD solution is greater than the rate of
the counterpart system without IRS confirms Theorem 4 to
certain extent. From Fig. 7, we can observe that the rate of
the PCD solution increases with dR, due to the decrement of
the distance between the IRS and user U when dR < dSU ,
and decreases with dR, due to the increment of the distance
between the IRS and user U when dR > dSU ; the rate of the
PCD solution in the case of dR < dSU is greater than that
in the case of dR > dSU , at the same distance between the
IRS and user U , due to smaller path loss between the IRS and
the signal BS. From Fig. 8, we can see that in the case of
dRU = 20m, the rate of the PCD solution increases with dSU
when dSU < dR, mainly due to the decrement of dRU , and
11
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Fig. 7. Average rate and ergodic rate versus dR in the general case.
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Fig. 8. Average rate and ergodic rate versus dSU in the general case.
decreases with dSU when dSU > dR, due to the increment of
both dSU and dRU ; in the case of dRU = 30m, the rate of the
PCD solution always decreases with dSU , mainly due to the
increment of the distance between the signal BS and user U .
Furthermore, from Fig. 3 to Fig. 8, the following obser-
vations can be made. For each scheme, the average rate
in the instantaneous CSI case is greater than the ergodic
rate in the statistical CSI case, which is in accordance with
Corollary 2. When KSR,KRU , dSU are large and dR is
small, i.e., τSRU , αIU , αSR are large, the proposed solution
achieves a higher rate than the system without IRS, confirming
Theorem 4 to some extent. Under most system parameters,
the proposed solution surpasses the one in [19], indicating the
importance of explicitly taking interference into account in
designing IRS-assisted systems.
Fig. 9 illustrates the computation times of the PCD, BCD
and MM algorithms versus MR (= NR).
10 From Fig. 9, we
can see that when the number of IRS elements is large, the
gain of the proposed PCD algorithm in computation time over
the BCD and MM algorithms increases with the number of the
cores on a server, due to its parallel computation mechanism.
Note that in practical systems with multi-core processors, the
value of the PCD algorithm will be prominent, especially for
large-scale IRS.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we considered the analysis and optimiza-
tion of quasi-static phase shift design in an IRS-assisted
system in the presence of interference. We modeled signal
and interference links via the IRS with Rician fading. We
considered the instantaneous CSI case and the statistical CSI
case, and applied MRT based on the complete CSI and the
CSI of the LoS components, respectively. First, we obtained a
10We use MATLAB R2018a in a Ubuntu 18.04 bionic operating system
with an AMD Ryzen 9 3900X 24-core CPU.
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Fig. 9. Running time versus MR (= NR).
tractable expression of the average rate in the instantaneous
CSI case and a tractable expression of the ergodic rate in
the statistical CSI case. We also provided sufficient conditions
for the average rate in the instantaneous CSI case to surpass
the ergodic rate in the statistical CSI case, at any phase
shifts. Then, we considered the average rate maximization
and the ergodic rate maximization, both with respect to the
phase shifts, which are non-convex problems. For each non-
convex problem, we obtained a globally optimal solution under
certain system parameters, and proposed the PCD algorithm
to obtain a stationary point under arbitrary system parameters.
Next, we characterized sufficient conditions under which the
IRS-assisted system with the optimal quasi-static phase shift
design is beneficial, compared to the system without IRS.
Finally, by numerical results, we verified analytical results
and demonstrated notable gains of the proposed solutions over
existing schemes. The results in this paper provide important
insights for designing practical IRS-assisted systems.
APPENDIX A
For simplify, in Appendix A and Appendix B, denote gS ,
hHRUΦ(φ)HSR, gI , h
H
RUΦ(φ)HIR, g¯S , h¯
H
RUΦ(φ)H¯SR
and g¯I , h¯
H
RUΦ(φ)H¯IR. To show that w
(statistic)
S max-
imizes
E
[|(gS+hHSU )wS|2]
E
[∣∣∣(gI+hHIU)w(statistic)I ∣∣∣2
]
+σ2
subject to ||wS ||22 =
1, it is equivalent to show that w
(statistic)
S maximizes
E
[∣∣(gS + hHSU)wS∣∣2] subject to ||wS ||22 = 1. First, we
have:
E
[
|gSwS |2
]
(a)
=
KSRαSRαRU
(KSR + 1)(KRU + 1)
(KRUySRU (φ) +MRNR)
×
∣∣∣a(ϕ(h)SR, ϕ(v)cR ,MS , NS)wS∣∣∣2 + MRNRαSRαRUKSR + 1 + αSU
(b)
≤KSRMSNSαSRαRU (KRUySRU (φ) +MRNR)
(KSR + 1)(KRU + 1)
+
MRNRαSRαRU
KSR + 1
+ αSU , (41)
where (a) is due to ||wS ||22 = 1 and (b) is due to the
Cauchy-Schwartz inequality
∣∣∣a(ϕ(h)SR, ϕ(v)cR ,MS, NS)wS∣∣∣2 ≤
MSNS . Note that the equality holds when wS =
g¯HS
||g¯S ||2 e
jα,
for all α ∈ [0, 2pi). By setting α = 0, we can obtain
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w
(statistic)
S . Thus, we can show that w
(statistic)
S maximizes
E
[|(gS+hHSU )wS|2]
E
[∣∣∣(gI+hHIU)w(statistic)I ∣∣∣2
]
+σ2
subject to ||wS ||22 = 1.
APPENDIX B: PROOF OF THEOREM 1
First, consider Q = instant. By Jensen’s inequality, we
have:
C(instant)(φ) ≤ log2
(
1 + E
[
γ(instant) (φ)
])
= log2
1 + PSE
[∣∣∣∣(gS + hHSU)∣∣∣∣22]
PIE
[∣∣∣(gI + hHIU) hIU′||hIU′ ||2 ∣∣∣2
]
+ σ2
 . (42)
We calculate E
[∣∣∣(gI + hHIU) hIU′||hIU′ ||2 ∣∣∣2
]
as follows:
E
[∣∣∣∣(gI + hHIU) hIU ′||hIU ′ ||2
∣∣∣∣2
]
=E
[(
gI + h
H
IU
) hIU ′hHIU ′
||hIU ′ ||22
(
gI + h
H
IU
)H]
=E
[(
gI + h
H
IU
)
E
[
hIU ′h
H
IU ′
||hIU ′ ||22
] (
gI + h
H
IU
)H]
(a)
=
1
MINI
(
E
[
||gI ||22
]
+ 2E [gIhIU ] + E
[∣∣∣∣hHIU ∣∣∣∣22])
(b)
=αIRαRU (τIRUyIRU (φ)+(1− τIRU )MRNR) + αIU ,
(43)
where (a) is due to E
[
hIU′h
H
IU′
||hIU′ ||22
]
= 1
MN
IMN with IMN
representing the MN×MN identity matrix, and (b) is due to
E
[
||gI ||22
]
= αIRαRUMINI (τIRUyIRU (φ) + (1− τIRU )
MRNR), E [gIhIU ] = 0 and E
[∣∣∣∣hHIU ∣∣∣∣22]
= αIU . Similarly, we have E
[∣∣∣∣(gS + hHSU)∣∣∣∣22] =
MSNSαSRαRU (τSRUySRU (φ) + (1− τSRU )MRNR) +
MSNSαSU . Thus, we have C
(instant)(φ) ≤ C(instant)ub (φ).
Next, consider Q = statistic. Similarly, by
Jensen’s inequality, we have C(statistic)(φ) ≤
log2
1 + E
[
PS
∣∣∣∣∣ (
gS+h
H
SU)g¯HS
||g¯S ||2
∣∣∣∣∣
2]
PIE
[∣∣∣∣(gI+hHIU) 1MINI√MINI
∣∣∣∣2
]
+σ2
.
We calculate E
[∣∣∣∣ (gS+hHSU)g¯HS||g¯S ||2
∣∣∣∣2
]
as follows:
E
∣∣∣∣∣
(
gS + h
H
SU
)
g¯HS
||g¯S||2
∣∣∣∣∣
2
 = E[∣∣∣∣ gS g¯HS||g¯S ||2
∣∣∣∣2
]
+ E
[∣∣∣∣hHSU g¯HS||g¯S ||2
∣∣∣∣2
]
(c)
=MSNS (αSRαRU (τSRUySRU (φ) + (1− τSRU
− MSNS − 1
MSNS(KSR + 1)
)
MRNR
))
+ αSU , (44)
where (c) is due to E
[∣∣∣ gSg¯HS||g¯S||2 ∣∣∣2
]
= MSNSαSRαRU(
τSRUySRU (φ) +
(
1− τSRU − MSNS−1MSNS(KSR+1)
)
MRNR
)
and E
[∣∣∣hHSU g¯HS||g¯S||2 ∣∣∣2
]
= αSU . Similarly, we have
E
[∣∣∣(gI + hHIU) 1MINI√MINI ∣∣∣2
]
= αIRαRU
(
yIRτIRU
MINI
yIRU (φ)
+
(
1− τIRU + τIRU (yIR−MINI)MINIKRU
)
MRNR
)
+αIU . Thus, we
have C(statistic)(φ) ≤ C(statistic)ub (φ).
APPENDIX C: PROOF OF THEOREM 2
First, we consider Special Case (i). For Q = instant or
statistic, when MR = NR = 1, ySRU (φ) = yIRU (φ) = 1
for all φ. Thus, we can show the statement for Special Case
(i).
Next, we consider Special Case (ii) and Special Case
(iii). As δ
(h)
SR = δ
(h)
IR , δ
(v)
SR = δ
(v)
IR , we have ySRU (φ) =
yIRU (φ) , y(φ), where ySRU (φ) and yIRU (φ) are
given by (14). Thus, by (21), we have γ
(Q)
ub (φ) =
ASRU,LoSy(φ)+A
(Q)
SRU,NLoS
+A
(Q)
SU
A
(Q)
IRU,LoS
y(φ)+A
(Q)
IRU,NLoS
+AIU
, γ˜
(Q)
ub (y(φ)), i.e., γ
(Q)
ub =
γ˜
(Q)
ub ◦ y, where ◦ denotes the function composition. The
derivative of γ˜
(Q)
ub is given by:
dγ˜
(Q)
ub
dy
=
η(Q)(
A
(Q)
IRU,LoSy(φ) +A
(Q)
IRU,NLoS +AIU
)2 .
• Consider Special Case (ii). For Q = instant or statistic,
η(Q) > 0 implies
dγ˜
(Q)
ub
dy > 0. Thus, Problem 1 is
equivalent to the following problem:
max
φ
y(φ)
s.t. (4).
By the triangle inequality, we have:
y(φ) ≤
(
MR∑
m=1
NR∑
n=1
∣∣ejθIRU,m,n+jφm,n ∣∣)2 = M2RN2R,
where the equality holds when θIRU,m,n + φm,n =
α,m ∈ MR, n ∈ NR for all α ∈ R. Thus, we can show
the statement for Special Case (ii).
• Consider Special Case (iii). For Q = instant or Q =
statistic, η(Q) < 0 implies
dγ˜
(Q)
ub
dy ≤ 0. Thus, Problem 1
is equivalent to the following problem:
min
φ
y(φ)
s.t. (4).
y(φ) =
∣∣∣∣MR∑
m=1
NR∑
n=1
ejθIRU,m,n+jφm,n
∣∣∣∣2 ≥ 0, where
the equality holds when ej(θIRU,m,2i−1+φm,2i−1)
+ej(θIRU,m,2i+φm,2i) = 0,m ∈ MR, i = 1, ..., NR2 ,
i.e., φm,2i − φm,2i−1 = (2ki + 1)pi −
(θIRU,m,2i − θIRU,m,2i−1) for some ki ∈ Z,m ∈
MR, i = 1, ..., NR2 . Thus, we can show the statement
for Special Case (iii).
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Finally, we consider Special Case (iv). From the proof of
the statement for Special Case (ii), we can easily show the
statement for Special Case (iv).
APPENDIX D: PROOF OF THEOREM 3
First, we consider the special cases. By Theorem 2, we have
ySRU (φ) = yIRU (φ) = y (φ) = 1 for all φ in Special Case
(i). Thus, in Special Case (i), y (φ∗) = y (φ∗ + δ), implying
ζ(Q) (φ∗) = 0. In addition, by Theorem 2,
(ySRU (φ
∗) , yIRU (φ∗))
=

(
M2RN
2
R,M
2
RN
2
R
)
, Special Case (ii),
(0, 0), Special Case (iii),(
M2RN
2
R, 0
)
, Special Case (iv),
(45)
implying
C
(Q)
ub (φ
∗) =

log2
(
1+
ASRU,LoSM
2
RN
2
R+A
(Q)
SRU,NLoS
+A
(Q)
SU
A
(Q)
IRU,LoS
M2
R
N2
R
+A
(Q)
IRU,NLoS
+AIU
)
,
log2
(
1+
A
(Q)
SRU,NLoS
+A
(Q)
SU
A
(Q)
IRU,NLoS
+AIU
)
,
log2
(
1+
ASRU,LoSM
2
RN
2
R+A
(Q)
SRU,NLoS
+A
(Q)
SU
σ2
)
.
(46)
From the proof for Theorem 2, ySRU (φ) = yIRU (φ) = y (φ)
for all φ in Special Cases (ii) and (iii), and γ
(Q)
ub (φ) increases
with y (φ) in Special Case (ii) and decreases with y (φ) in
Special Case (iii). Then, in Special Case (ii), C
(Q)
ub (φ
∗+δ) ≥
log2
(
1 +
4
⌈
MRNR−1
2
⌉2
ASRU,LoS cos
2 2pi
2b+1
+A
(Q)
SRU,NLoS
+A
(Q)
SU
4
⌈
MRNR−1
2
⌉2
A
(Q)
IRU,LoS
cos2 2pi
2b+1
+A
(Q)
IRU,NLoS
+AIU
)
,
where the inequality is due to that γ
(Q)
ub (φ)
increases with y (φ) and
∣∣∣∣NR∑
n=1
MR∑
m=1
ejδm,n
∣∣∣∣2 ≥∣∣∣⌈MRNR−12 ⌉ (ej 2pib+1 + e−j 2pi2b+1 )∣∣∣2=4 ⌈MRNR−12 ⌉2 cos2 ( pi2b ).
In Special Case (iii), C
(Q)
ub (φ
∗ + δ) ≥
log2
(
1 +
4
⌈
MRNR−1
2
⌉2
ASRU,LoS sin
2 2pi
2b+1
+A
(Q)
SRU,NLoS
+A
(Q)
SU
4
⌈
MRNR−1
2
⌉2
A
(Q)
IRU,LoS
sin2 2pi
2b+1
+A
(Q)
IRU,NLoS
+AIU
)
,
where the inequality is due to that γ
(Q)
ub (φ)
decreases with y (φ) and
∣∣∣∣NR∑
n=1
MR∑
m=1
(−1)m+nejδm,n
∣∣∣∣2 ≤∣∣∣⌈MRNR−12 ⌉ (ej 2pib+1 − e−j 2pi2b+1 )∣∣∣2=4 ⌈MRNR−12 ⌉2sin2 ( pi2b ).
In Special Case (iv), by (24), C
(Q)
ub (φ
∗ + δ) ≥
log2
(
1 +
4
⌈
MRNR−1
2
⌉2
ASRU,LoS sin
2 2pi
2b+1
+A
(Q)
SRU,NLoS
+A
(Q)
SU
σ2
)
.
Thus, by (46), we can show (30), (31) and (32).
Next, we consider the general case. By mean value theorem,
ζ(Q)
(
φ†
)
can be reformulated as shown at the top of this page,
where φk,l is between φ
†
k,l and φ
†
k,l+δk,l for all k ∈MR, l ∈
NR, and (c) is due to |δk,l| ≤ 2pi2b+1 .
Finally, we show the monotonicity of each upper bound.
It is obvious that the upper bounds in (32) and (33) decrease
with b. We know that
4
⌈
MRNR−1
2
⌉2
ASRU,LoSy+A
(Q)
SRU,NLoS
+A
(Q)
SU
4
⌈
MRNR−1
2
⌉2
A
(Q)
IRU,LoS
y+A
(Q)
IRU,NLoS
+AIU
increases with y in Special Case (ii) and decreases with y in
Special Case (iii). Thus, the upper bounds in (30) and (31)
decrease with b.
APPENDIX E: PROOF OF THEOREM 4
First, we consider ξ
(Q)
> > 0. By (21),
γ
(Q)
ub (φ
∗)− γ(Q)no,ub
(a)≥ γ(Q)ub (φ˜)− γ(Q)no,ub
(b)
=
ASRU,LoSM
2
RN
2
R +A
(Q)
SRU,NLoS +A
(Q)
SU
A
(Q)
IRU,LoSyI
(
φ˜
)
+A
(Q)
IRU,NLoS +AIU
− A
(Q)
SU
AIU
(c)≥ASRU,LoSM
2
RN
2
R +A
(Q)
SRU,NLoS +A
(Q)
SU
A
(Q)
IRU,LoSM
2
RN
2
R +A
(Q)
IRU,NLoS +AIU
− A
(Q)
SU
AIU
=
ζ
(Q)
>(
A
(Q)
IRU,LoSM
2
RN
2
R +A
(Q)
IRU,NLoS +AIU
)
AIU
, (47)
where φ˜ = Λ (α− θSRU,m,n) ,m ∈ MR, n ∈ NR for all
α ∈ R, (a) is due to the optimality of φ∗, (b) is due to
ySRU
(
φ˜
)
= M2RN
2
R, and (c) is due to yIRU (φ) ≤ M2RN2R
for all φ. By (47), we know ζ
(Q)
> > 0 implies γ
(Q)
ub (φ
∗) >
γ
(Q)
no,ub. Next, we consider ξ
(Q)
< < 0. By (21),
γ
(Q)
ub (φ
∗)− γ(Q)no,ub
(d)
≤ ASRU,LoSM
2
RN
2
R +A
(Q)
SRU,NLoS +A
(Q)
SU
A
(Q)
IRU,LoSyIRU (φ
∗) +A(Q)IRU,NLoS +AIU
− A
(Q)
SU
AIU
(e)
≤ASRU,LoSM
2
RN
2
R +A
(Q)
SRU,NLoS +A
(Q)
SU
A
(Q)
IRU,NLoS +AIU
− A
(Q)
SU
AIU
=
ζ
(Q)
<(
A
(Q)
IRU,NLoS +AIU
)
AIU
, (48)
where (d) is due to ySRU (φ
∗) ≤ M2RN2R (by Theorem 2),
and (e) is due to yIRU (φ) ≥ 0 for all φ. By (48), we know
ζ
(Q)
< < 0 implies γ
(Q)
ub (φ
∗) < γ(Q)no,ub.
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